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ABSTRACT -

Formulae in composition can be derived and applied
through a three-part prdcess: first, analyzing passages and deriviny
formulae; second,,writing sentences from foriulae; and third, writing
a composition using only tentences derivable.from the formulae.
Student participation in all three parts provides better motivation
and'demonstrates to studentsothat grammatical terminology find
analysis have tome practical point. Tc analyze composition a short .

passage-that clearly performs the iunction for which it was,intended
is selected. Each sentence of the passage is tken ccpied cu a
separate file'card and every finite verb structure is underlined. The.-
kinds of sentences used are identified, with the main clauses ot

op complex and coypound sentences marked. Finally, each main clause is
analyztd into its principal conttituerts along, with accompanying
structures. Once all sentences have been analyzed and sbrted into
similar clause structurese.the optional structures 114ich accompany
t4111 most frequent main.claustsin the passage are.identified, and a
fortula is written which briefly expresses ail this information.

_Students practice writin'g single Sentences from the formulaeuntil
the process is clear, and then write their own compositions. From an
examination of many passages of,diffetent functions, it is clear that_
there is a close dorrelation between function, sentence structure,

oi and distribution Of Sentence kinds,:and the' formulae and Proportions
of use merely reflect the style of each function. (AEA)
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The use of forma And formulae in composition has a long history and
sound theimetical oupport.1 So, rather, than repeat arguments for the useful-.
nese of.formuiae, this piper will prestippose it and merely demonstrate how
formulae may,be dbrived and applied.4 The, principle to be explained is
one of analysis and resynthesis whereby a piece of writing of the kind

r wtich is to be written by the student is analysed into basic sentence
formulae, whicH, in turn, are used as the patterns'foreentences'in the
student's gun compositioa. The proceps is triPartite: first, analysis
and derivation of formulae; second, writing sentences from formulae third,
writing a compositioh usint, only sentences derivable from the formulae.
The second and third of these steps are assignments for the'students;
first may be the teacher's own preparatory tfsk or may be a shared tasl:'
between teacher and student. Personal experience with freshmen fn remedial
composition classes persuades ma that.student participation in all three
parts provides bettpr motivation and actually demonstrates to atudents
that rramMatical terminoloryand analysis have some practical point. Ifs?'

owm experience is confirmed by that'of otheie wtom I have asked'to test
the procedure.

1. Analyaiel of, It:Kiel Passage

First, a short passage (of about 250-300 words), which clearly performs
the function for whiCh it was intended, is selected. It is helpful if
the provenance of the passage is respectable, oi-even prestigiousi in the
eyes of the students. Process and artifact 'descriptions from journals
of popular mechanics, automobile maintenance and so on have beep succeasful;
made-up passares should be avoided.

; As .a sample, here is a passage an solar heatin3 g which exemplifies
process -deecription:

a

'Air ie heated to 24°C in the'combined solar cell/solar heating
panels on the roof in early moriing, and this heat is stored Chemically
in a eutectic mixture melting near 24°C. At the same time, this heat.is
upgraded by the heat pump and stored, chemically, in a eutectic-mixture
melting at 49°C. Heat is extracted from this source through a heat-exchanger
to heat the house.' AB the temperature of the heated air-rises during a
sunny day, the heat pump is switched off and the air passes directly to the

. 49' storage. In the afternoon, as the temperature drops, the heated air is
again fed into the lou temperature storage. The'house is heated from,the
high testerature storage in the,verly evening, the heat pump being used to
upgrade the lou -temperature heat onli during the later off-peak electricity
periods to charge up the high-temperature storage for the following day.
A day's storage,of high-temperature heat is provided, auxiliary electric
heating being used during continuous cloudy days. The house is connected
to the mains grid atIoff -peak periods, and at other times tho,solar -generated

electricitY 1, used to run appliances in the house, the battariee supplying
less thanot day's storage. The floor area of the house is 140 mit and the
area of ibis combined sdlar panels on the roof is 71 m2. In addition, six
flat plate collectors are placed on the soutil-faeing wall to provide
supplementary heat during *inter."

41 Second, each sentence is copied on a separate file-card ready for
'analysis.
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Third, eyery finite verb structure is identified, for example,
by underlining. ;thus, sentence three 4111 look like this on,the file
card:

'Heat is extracted fromthis source thiough aleatIktchanger to heat
the house."

This process Will turn up all the clauses in the passage. (In the
sample passage, there are sixteen clauses.)

F2urth, .ihe kind of each sentence in identified and the main clauses
of complex and compound sentences 1'1/irked (e.g. by double underlining).
The identification of dantAnce-kind and of main clauses is important
as it provides the essential data for basic sentence formulae. In the'
sample passage there are five simple sentences, thive compound and one
each of the complex and tompound-lcomplex kinds; there are fourteen

0main clauaes and tiso subordinate clauses.

Fifth, each main clause is analysed into its principal constituents
along with the structures lbAch accompany it;. any grammatical nbtation
may be nied; 4ere, thie.nbeation is that of standardstransformational
grammar.4 Thus the third sentence is analysed as folio*:

Neat is wit/acted from this source through a heat exchanger

to heat the house.

Analysis: Beat is extracted from this source through a heat-exchanger

prep OP p-4
NP be Nr-ed pit,* ur

to heat the house.

t o V

Because the essential part of any sentence is its subject-verb nucleus,
: it is from this part that the basic sentence is derived; the other,

optional, parts of each sentence ard bracketed to indicate that the);
may be optionally selected; thus the basic sentence formula for sentence .

three fb:

NP be V -ed (rep NP) (prep NP) -(to V) (NP)

At this point it may be useful to see the sentence-by-sentence
analysis of the whole,senple passage:

a

Sentence 1. (Compoundt two main clauses)

NP be V-ed.(prep NP) (prep NP) (prep NO' (prep NP)

and

Nf be V-ed (adve;b) (prep NP) (V-ing prep r)

4.
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Sentence 2. (Simple)

Dowers /3

(prep MP) NP be V -ed (prep NP) (and V -ed) (adverb) (prep MP)

Sentence 3. (Simple)

(V-ing) (prep NP)

NP be V -ed (prep HP) (prep NP) (to V) (NP)

Sentence 4. (Compound-complex; two main clauses and one subordinate)

(as HP V. prep NP) UP be V-ed

and

OP V (adverb) (prep NP)

Sentence'5. (CompleN two claudes, one main, one suborftnate)

,

(prepoNP) (as:M11 V) N? be (aduelrb) V-ed (prep NP)

Sentence 6. ,(Simple)

NP be 31-ed (prep NP) (prep NP)'ANPbeing .V-ed) (to V NP)

. (preppNP) (to V NP) (prep NP)

Sentence :7 (Simple)

NP be V-ed (NP being V-ed) (prep NP)

-Sentence 8. (Compound: two main clauses)
1

NP be V -ed (prep NP) (prep NP)-

and

.

(prep NP) NP be V-ed (toll MP) (NP V-ing NP)

two main 'clauses)Sentence 9. (Compound:

NP Adlective

and

UP be Adjective

Senteoce 10 (Simple)

(pre ) HP be V ed (prep NP) (to V UP) (prep f(P)
-

1 6,

W . Adrivetion of Teritence'fatmulae

^

.

A

'Once a11.66tanceis have beetiAilysed, they. are Rotted into similW

A
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main clause structures; in the given passage there e eleven NP be
V-ed'structures, two NP be Adj structures and one RP prep NP
structure. Alreaory it is clear that the most frequent kind is the NP
be V-ed structure, so that will be one of the prime bas c sentence

_structures'.

Next-the optional structures which.accompaty t4e.most frequent-
main clause in the passage are listed as follows: (to save space
let the clause NP be V-ed be represented by X)

X (prep NP) (prep UP) (prep NP) (prep"NP) -

X (Adv) (prep NP) (V -ing) (prep NP)

(prep NP) X (prep NT) (and V -ed), (Adv) (prep NP) (V-ing)

. (prep NP)

X.(prep NP) (prep NP) (to TNP)

,(as NP V) (prep NP) X

(prep-NP) (as NP V) X (prep NP)

X (prep-NP) (prep UP) (MP being V-ed) (to

V,NP) (prePRP) '(to V NP) ,(prep NT)

'X (NP being V-ed) .(prep NP)

X (prep NT) (prep IV).

(prep NP) X (to V NP) (prep NP) (NP V -ing NP)

(prep MP) X (prep NP) (to V'NP) (prep NP)

6

Now a formula is written which will express all this information in
brief: where an optional structare is used repeatedly (for example, the
prep NP structure in the first clause) it may be expressed as (prep
NO', which indicixtga,that the structure may be used more than once; as
far as.non -repeated-structures are concerned, they'are reduced as
follows: the optional items next to the constant clause are dealt
with first,.those occurring most frequently being first recorded;
thus from the eleven structures above we derive on the first scan the
following:

^

(prep NP) X.(prep.W)R

then the next most frequent structure's in these nearest positions
are recorded, until all are accounted for:

JP
(as NP V) (prep NP X (prep NP)R (Adv) (NP

k \
being V ) (to V NV)

now, the,next'nearest structures to X areorecOrded, and so on
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u9til every strUcture has been accounted for once; if a.structure has
been accounted-for already it is not recorded a second time. The aim
is to list all ihe optional structures in an approximate frequency ahd
position order;,a much more accurate formulae,'S'f course, could be
derived by using a primarily.positional description, as is done ifi a
formal-transformational description, but experience has suggested that
the method presented here is better suited to the operational needs of
students. Thus the final formula deriVed from the eleven structures
joiooks like this:

NP VP) (prep' NP)X(prep NP)g(A4v)pP being V-ed)(to V NP)(and V -ed)At

(V-ing)(NP V-ing NE1)(and).

This formulae now accounts for 80% of the passage's sentences. The
less frequent structures NP be Adj and HP V (prepNP) are next dealt
with. As it turns sut the NP be Adj structure does not appear laith
any optional structure other than and, and the 'single NP V structure
appears with an and, an adverb and a prepositional phrase, so these
are recorded thus:

NP be Adj (and)

(and)-NP V 4Adv) (prep UP)

So now we have an analysis of the frequency and kind ana structure of
'the sentences in the, given passage:

Kind); of sentence Simple Compound Complex, Compound-complex
Number: ' 5 3 1 1
Rateeof use: 50% 10% 10%

Basic Sentence StruCtures:

1. (po% rate of use)

VP) (prep V-ed(prep .114)R(Ad

2. (15% rate of use)

.NPbeAdj (and)

3. -(5% rate of use)

(and)NP V (Adv)(prep NP)

3. Synthesis from Formulae

being V -ed)(to V NP)

d)(V-ing)(NP V -ing NP) (and)

. Once the formulae and their rates of use have been derived from
the model text, it is beat to have students practice writing single
.sentences.from the formulae so that they bscome familiar with the
process. However, once the process is clear, they can immediately go.
straight to writing their own compositiona, using only the formulae

7
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derived at more or less.the same rate of use. (In practi5e, the
function of the compósition-f-to describe, to narrate anf so an - -pretty
well takes care.of the rate of use, without conscious oantrol by the
student.)

Here is a.process description, which'uses only the derived forMulae,
of haw a fire is started: dhe notation is indicated to (thew the.under -
lying formulae:

'Some paper is aallected and crumpled loosely in the fireplace.,

. NP. be V-ed and V-ed Adv .prep DTP-

%

Stieks of dry wood are spread aver the.paper, the sticks being w
!

EP be V -ed prep JP, NP being
,

placed to forM a hollow, square. Heavier wood is added to'dhe

V-ed to Y NP NP be V-ed prep

sticks. A mitch flme is applied to.the crumpled, paper,, a.long

be V-ed prep NP

holder sometimes being used to keep one's hands iway fromthe fire.

NP Adv. being V -ed to V NP prep NP

The paper burns fiercely and, as its heat rises to the sticks,

NP V Adv and as HP V prep NP

they are ignited. They burn.slowly and after a few minutes the

NP be V-ed NP B, Adv and prep NP

heavier wood is ignited. The fire is alight.

be V-ad WP be Adj

Commentary

Although this formulaic method might seem highly restrictive, in ,

practice there is little appearanck of it; the number of options and
the variety of sentence kinds do a )great deal to disguise the uniformity
of main clause siructure. Moreover, from an examination of many
passages of different functions, it is clear that there is a very close
correlation between function,,sentenee,4tructure ad distribution of

'sentence-kinds, as the following table shows: e data were four
padsag of each of three kindb of function--ithrration, instruction
and des ription)

8
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Kinds of Sentence

Nartion Instruction Description

%

Simple 26 , 60 50

Compound 26 5 30

Complex 26 21 -10
Compound-complex . . 22 14 10

ff.

Basic Sentence Formulae and rates of use

Narration: NI' VP (and NP VP) (V -ing)

NP vp (which NP VP) (and)

52%

Imp erative _
Instruction: (Ad'v) (when NP VP) (by V-ing NP) (conj Np VP)

Description:

60%

NP be V-ed (to V NP) 15%

may
Np be V-ed (prep V-ing (conj NP VP)

could 20%

NP VP (which NP VP)

as NP VP) (prep NP) NP be V-ed(ptep MP)R(Adv) (NP being V-ed)

(to V UP)*(ond V-ed)(V-ing)

(NP V-ing NP)(find)

80

NP be Adj (and) 15

(and)NP V (Adv) (prep NP) 5'

rims, the formulae and proportions of use merely reflect the 'style' of
each function. .!Of course, 6tyle is a restriction of options in a given
communication situation and arises from the kind of function belng
expressed. It is natural that a description should have a kigh rate of
be structures in that it is concerned witiOredicating a Characteristic
of an objeCt or process.5 It is equally natural that a narration should
have a high proportion of sentences in the active voice with semantically
'full' velbs, as it is concerned with,activity;-the greater variety
of sentenLc6 structure in narration.arises from a need to change pace,

whereas Bud' variety is not as important in description. The comparative

analysis of different kinds of discourse is, I think, an indication of
the varying degree of difficulty in Writing that a learner might encounter.
For examplew the strain on verb vocabulary is very high in narration,
whereas it is low in description; as vetbs form a small proportion of

...V
":

Vs,
141
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the English lexicon and seem to be aiquired late, it might be better
to have learning wrieers tackle description first.6 Yet we tend to
have young students write narrations first. -

Some'objections might be made,that derived formulae will not
generate all descriptive bodes. Indeed they,.will not. They are meant
as, and function as, locally productive formulae, not a universal
theory (such as,a syntactic grammar.might aim at.) They are akin to
recipes and knitting.patterns,' rather than to a theory of food or
clothing. However, a locally productive, and instantly usable, formula
is surely .What a learner wants, in that it is directly under his control
and will never generate deviant expressions. When we start to learn
a foreign language, locally productive rules are exactly what we want.
Even in terms of a native speaker's performance capacitY in his own
language, lock rules that never reach the generative capacity of an
ideal 'competence' model dominate that speaker's use of his language;
in.other words, none'of us speaks the whole of his language.

AIN conclusion, I should like to ask anyone who tries this methoa
to let me know of suacess and failure alike. There are many refinements

,that aould.be'made, and there might be parts which should be simplified.
My own experience, however, has revealed that this methbd has worked
well, particularly4with those sludents, native and non-native speakers
of English4ke, who make up our freshman remedial English classes.

thWi the c erafion of others who may try dhis method, it might be
improved and broadened inlitts scope.

Ybotnotes

1. An argument on the historical, theoretical and pragmatic support
for a formulaic roach is to appear shortly'in English Quarterly..

2. In verse writing a formulaic methodshas-been advocatd and demonstiated
by Brian Powell..
ff-

0

3. B. and R. Vale, The Autonomous-House, Thanes and Hudson, loondon
1975, p. 57. The publisher's permission to reprint/this passage:
is hereby acknowledged with giatitude.

4. In this notation .

NP = lioun Phrase

VP = Verb Phrase.

V = verb

V-ed = verb pait partictple

prep A. preposition

. Adv. '= adverb

1 0

V

.
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Adj adjective

ana ... formula may be repeated to form a compound sentence
.-

5. In English, whether the be.is folldwed by a V-ed or. an adjective

is not significant in.that agentless V-ed-forms are.ambitguously
verbal and adjectilial; consider the door is OPen (adjective)

versus.the door it_closed (adjectival or.verbal?),

6. The preliminary results of &writing assessment programme re ntly

undertaken in British Columbia seem to confirm that studenea
find uArration more difficult than descriptionimd argument.


